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Abstract. Every nurse can play a significant role in minimizing the risk of healthcare-associated infections, especially, if she use care guidelines and nursing protocols in patients care. The aim of the study to investigate the nurses’ views of infection control organization in 10 regional hospitals of Latvia. The qualitative research method as structured interview (n = 36) was used. The most common reasons for failures of infection control in nurses’ views were referred to the lack of guidelines and patient care documentation, and to the lack of availability of equipment, particularly for hand decontamination, gloves-wearing and safe collection of sharp instruments/objects, and to the lack of availability of work wear. The most common reasons why nurses break the rules of the infection control were overload and the lack of knowledge. Conclusions. Obtained results reflect problem areas in patients’ care from the nurses’ views and necessity for improvement of infection control organization.
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The nurse, as the administrator of health care, has an essential role in eliminating the spread of healthcare – associated infections (HAIs) which are related to invasive devices and infection control is the main precondition for qualitative patients care.

However, there exist various factors which may influence it, for instance, infection control organization in the hospital, nursing workload, material-technical supply, guidelines and documentation of the care, as well as nurses’ knowledge and attitude (Hugonnet et al., 2007; Jenner et al., 1999).

Materials and methods

The purpose of the study to establish the nurses’ views of infection control organization in high risk units of 10 regional hospitals of Latvia. The qualitative research method as structured interview (n = 36) was used. Structured interview plan was developed, designed and approved by the authors and consisted of 25 questions of infection control activities (safe collection of sharp instruments/objects, work wear providing, precaution measures), infection control organization (nurses’ workload, guidelines and patient care documentation, infection control nurses for 250 patients beds) in hospitals and nurses’ opinions of infection control efficiency.

Results

In 1 (10%) of 10 Latvian regional hospitals the number of beds for one nurse’s station did not exceed 2 beds in the intensive care unit, but in 9 (90%) hospitals – number of beds for one nurse’s station was 3, in one case even 4 beds in the intensive care unit, while the lowest number of beds stated for the nurse’s station in the surgery departments (13,3%) were 10–12 beds. In 9 (90%) of hospitals, starting work in high risk departments, nurses did not have a chance to undergo training on the infection control and in 9 (90%) of regional hospitals a position of infection control nurse unit per 250 patients beds were not take into account as recommendation. In ICUs and in surgery departments of all hospitals there was not...
established a unified care documentations for patient care with invasive devices, only in one hospital from 10 in the intensive care unit there were care documents and in two hospitals during the research time, patient care documents were being worked out (Figure 1).

In 9 (90%) of hospitals in surgery departments and 8 (80%) of hospitals in ICUs, nurses were not regularly provided with the uniform by the employer. In 8 (80%) of hospitals in surgery departments, nurses were laundering their uniforms at home. Safe sharp object collection containers were not available in 13 (87%) of surgery departments and 9 (90%) of ICUs (Figure 2), that significantly increased the risk of personnel injury (Stanton et al., 2004).

**Discussion**

As shown by several studies, a significant role in limiting the risk of HAIs are care guidelines and nursing protocols for the development and implementation in practice (Gotelli et al., 2008; Morris, Hong Toy, 2008; Saint et al., 2009). Our results showed that a common problem in ICUs and in surgical units was the lack of unified nursing protocols on performing invasive procedures. In the authors’ research, according to the respondents’ opinion, the most common reasons why nurses break the rules of the infection control are: overload (e.g., “there are cases when a nurse takes care of 40 patients in a ward and 2 MRSA patients”, “there are many severely-ill patients, the nurse does not take care of safety but tries to manage the patient care”, “most of nurses have more than 1 workload”), are the lack of knowledge
and understanding on the significance of the infection control (e.g., “they do not see staphylococci, therefore are not scared”, “by wearing the gloves, they try to protect themselves and not the patient, because of long nails, rings”, “for economic reasons the gloves are disinfected after each patient’s care, or they are not worn at all”) and the nurses’ attitude which might be negligent (“old habits are more comfortable than the new ones”, “the attitude depends on the character traits”), as well as insufficient washbasin equipment.

All mentioned, show that Latvian regional hospitals do not comply with all preconditions of the infection control, thus influencing the quality of care, and causing the risk for the development of nosocomial infections, which might be a considerable financial burden for the modest hospital budget.

Conclusions

The most common reasons for failures of infection control in nurses’ views were referred to the lack of guidelines and patient care documentation, and to the lack of availability of equipment, particularly for hand decontamination, gloves-wearing and safe collection of sharp instruments/objects, and to the lack of availability of work wear. According to the respondents’ opinion, the most common reasons why nurses break the rules of the infection control were overload of nurses’ work and the lack of infection control knowledge. Nurses’ believe that there are necessary to invest a lot of energy and resources to improve and optimize infection control organization in regional hospitals of Latvia.
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